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 6-cw.pem dnscrypt-proxy-utest.pem ed25519-cert.pem key2.pem ssh-host-ed25519-cert.pem ssh-host-key-ed25519.pem spki2.pem spki.pem pkcs8.pem pkcs12.pem They're more or less self-explanatory, but there's a few things to note: We can't use the correct ssh key format for the host itself (host/user@hostname). It is shown as [host]:[user]@[hostname]. The ed25519-cert.pem doesn't need to be
identical to the private key, and is simply a certificate with some extra information like its issuer, the serial number, etc. The private key is in the.pem format and.p12/.pfx is a valid private key file type. For more information on these formats, see What is a PEM file?. Make sure to store the keys securely. You may want to keep the.pem/private key file next to your certificates for easy access. The
last.pem/private key that matches the host is what will be used. However, if you need to change the host/hostname, you will need to edit all the certificates and keys and regenerate them. Using certificates for ssh With the certificates in place, we should be able to configure ssh to use them. ssh -i host/user@hostname -t -c "ssh -i host/user@hostname -t -c 'key hostname'" The -i flag indicates that we

want to use the provided ssh key. -t signals that we are invoking ssh as a command rather than a program. The -c "ssh..." command is very self-explanatory. Using OpenSSH you might do this as: ssh -i /path/to/host/user@hostname -t -c 'key hostname' Q: Print a whole column if any cell in the column is equal to "Yes" in python I am working with python3 and pandas. I have a dataframe that looks like
this: Sr. Date Col1 Col2 Col3 Col4 82157476af
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